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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of sites assessed for potential allocation for
housing development in the Warnham Neighbourhood Development Plan (WNDP). The report is
published alongside the WNDP as part of its evidence base. The assessment applies, to a
neighbourhood planning context, the simplified methodology for strategic housing land availability
assessment documents outlined in the good practice document published by DCLG in 2007, as
adopted by Horsham District Council in its 2015 Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment.

1.2

In autumn 2015, all landowners in the Parish were approached by the Neighbourhood
Development Plan Steering Group (NDPSG) as part of a Local Call for Sites exercise inviting them
to notify the NDPSG of any intentions to develop land. Articles were also placed in the parish
magazine, on the Neighbourhood Development Plan website and by advertisement in the local
press to encourage as great a response as possible. Upon receiving a response, a letter was sent
out to the landowner requesting a response with details about the site.

1.3

13 sites were submitted via the Local Call for Sites and these were added to the list of 16 sites
contained in the SHELAA that were located in the parish. A map of the 31 sites to be considered
is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Map of all sites
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Each site has been assessed as follows:

2.2



Stage 1 - Establishing the site assessment criteria: The NDPSG, as part of its SEA Scoping
Report, devised a set of sustainability objectives and indicators against which to critique
the Neighbourhood Development Plan’s policies and sites. These objectives and indicators
consider how the policies in the plan, and the sites themselves, might impact on economic,
environmental and social conditions at the local level. A set of circa 50 criteria emerged
through this process against which each site would be assessed to determine its
availability, suitability and achievability, as per the National Planning Policy Framework.
The NDPSG consulted Horsham District Council, the Environment Agency, Natural England
and English Heritage on the criteria to ensure their robustness.



Stage 2 – Assessing the sites: An initial desk research was undertaken to complete the
assessment criteria where possible, using local data, knowledge and online mapping.
Following this the NDPSG, with the independent consultants, visited each site to complete
the rest of the information. Sensitive sites were also visited and assessed by HDC’s
Landscape Officer and Conservation Officer. Where comments have been made relating
to highways constraints, these have been derived by the Steering Group. 1 Each site was
given a RAG (red, amber, green2) rating depending on how well it met each of the criteria.
The overall rating picture for each site was collated onto a spreadsheet for review by the
consultants and the NDPSG. This is referenced in Appendix B.



Stage 3 – Assessing against the Horsham District Planning Framework: The NDPSG met
the Horsham District Planning Team to discuss the sited in the context of the Horsham
District Development Framework policies, in particular Policies 3 and 4 (Settlement
Hierarchy and Settlement Expansion respectively) to determine whether any sites would
be deemed unsustainable and therefore would not be put forward for further
consideration.



Stage 4 – Community sites consultation – Three public events were held in the parish to
explain the process of how the sites were collected and assessed. All sites were presented
including those assessed as being most deliverable, and comments were sought.

The methodology is summarised in Figure 2 below. The individual assessment reports for each site
can be found in Appendix A, the master RAG matrix in Appendix B and feedback from the public
consultation in Appendix C. Individual site maps are contained in Appendix D.

1

The identified potential development sites will mainly generate traffic which will feed onto the A24 at
Kingsfold or on village roads. WSCC advise that future traffic levels on the A24 north of Horsham are of
concern and that any proposed development along or close to the A24 would have to mitigate its own
impacts, in accordance with the NPPF. The identification of mitigation measures is outside the scope of the
NDP. Regarding additional traffic flows from potential developments within or adjacent to the village
boundaries, the Steering Group assess these to be up to 25 vehicles per hour at which level WSCC advise that
detailed analysis of the impact on junctions remote from the site would not be warranted.

2

Red indicates that the site is not favoured for development when assessed against the specific criterion;
Green, that there is no impediment to development on the criterion; and Amber that it has mixed or neutral
impact.
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2.3

Strategic sites identified through the process – i.e. those sites that can accommodate 200 or more
houses – are not appropriate for inclusion in the Neighbourhood Development Plan and are
therefore automatically excluded from being taken forward.
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Figure 2: Methodology flowchart (excluding strategic sites)
SHELAA

Small sites (up to 6 units)

Sites register
Call for Sites
Large site (>6 units)
Is site within village

Is there majority public support
that the site should be further
considered for development?

YES
Are the social and
environmental impacts of
development acceptable?

Do not
short-list

NO

YES

Short-list
NO

NO
Short-list
Do not
short-list

NO

Is site in a sustainable location?

YES
Do not
short-list

YES

Are there significant negative
social or environmental impacts
of site development?

HDPF Policy 40
Housing and
land needs
assessment

SEA
NDP assessment
RAG matrix
evaluations

Short-list
complete

NO
Do not
short-list
Do not
short-list

NO

Is there majority public support
that the site should be further
considered for development?

Re-consider less-preferred sites

YES

YES

NO

Short-list

YES

Do the short-listed sites provide sufficient
land to enable the identified housing needs to
be met?
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3
3.1

Reference

WN23

SHORT-LISTED SITES
The site assessment identified the following two shortlisted sites:

Location/
area/
housing
numbers

Summary of principal assessment criteria

Evaluation

Land north of
Freeman
Road – 2.8
ha

The site is large and adjacent to the village BUAB.
The topography is sloping but development would
not be overly intrusive and would not intrude over
the horizon of rising ground to the north. The site
is contained by an established hedge to the north.
Impact on landscape and environment would be
acceptable. Access is available from Tilletts Lane
and/or Threestile Road. WSCC have
acknowledged that access could be feasible.

The site has local support for
development within the NDP.
The site provides the
opportunity to develop the
footpath network from FP 1430
to Tilletts Lane. It is suitable for
development and is a
preferred, short-listed site.

Potential for
50+ units if
developed in
its entirety

The site is available in the short term.

WN24

Land north of
Warnham
school -1.67
ha (including

football
pitch) or
0.75 ha
(excluding
football
pitch)
Potential for
30+ units on
whole site or
15 units if

The site is land-locked but adjacent to WN23. The
site is large and adjacent to the village BUAB as
well as the Conservation Area. The topography is
sloping but development would not be overly
intrusive and would not intrude over the horizon
of rising ground to the north. The site is contained
by an established hedge to the north. Impact on
landscape and environment would be acceptable.
The southern part of the site is currently the only
parish football field and provides a buffer from
potential development and the school playing
fields. The football field is retained in the NDP and
hence only part of the site is immediately
available unless the football field is replaced at
another suitable site. Access could be available
from Tilletts Lane via WN23 and/or Threestile
Road.

Note. The two sites WN23 and
WN24 are adjacent to each
other and are both short listed.
They were submitted by one
landowner. They are considered
further in the NDP for joint
development as a single site.

Local public opinion is that the
site has development potential.
The site provides the
opportunity to develop the
footpath network from FP 1430
to Tilletts Lane. The section of
the site not in use as a football
field is suitable for development
and is a preferred, shortlisted site.
Note. The two sites WN23 and
WN24 are adjacent to each
other and are both short listed.
They are considered further in
the NDP for joint development
as a single site.
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Reference

Location/
area/
housing
numbers
excluding
football pitch

Summary of principal assessment criteria

Evaluation

WSCC have acknowledged that access could be
feasible.
Traffic generation from the site would not have a
significant impact on the village roads.
The site is available in the short term.
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Appendix A – Site Assessment Summary
Reference
WN01
(SHELAA
SA015)

Location / area/
housing numbers
Land at Upper
Westbrook Farm –
0.45 ha
Potential for circa
10 units

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
The site is in a rural area remote
from facilities and therefore
deemed unsustainable according
to HDC Policy. The site has a
narrow private drive and bridge
from A29 and would need
widening to service the site.
Visibility on to the A29 is limited.
The Steering Group has assessed
access from A29 as difficult. It is
situated on Grade 4 agricultural
land rated poor.

Evaluation
The site is unsustainable.
The site is not shortlisted.

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.

WN02
(SHELAA
SA029)

Land at Rowhook
Hill – 1.84 ha
Potential for circa
36 units

The site is large, in a rural area
remote from many facilities and
therefore deemed unsustainable
as per HDC Policy. The site has
access directly on to the public
highway. It is situated on Grade 4
agricultural land rated poor.

The site is unsustainable.
The site is not shortlisted.

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN03
(SHELAA
SA070)

Bell Road (north) –
1.66 ha

The site is large and adjoins the
village BUAB. It also abuts the
Warnham Conservation Area and
the boundary of 12 Listed
Buildings fronting onto School
Hill. The site has potential but its
topography would result in
existing properties, including the
listed buildings, being
overlooked. Development would
result in significant visual impact
on neighbouring properties and
views from Bell Road and FP 1577
which have led to local opposition
to development of the site. Sites
this lesser environmental and
social impacts are available and
short-listed. The site is situated
on Grade 3 (moderate to good)
agricultural land.

Development of the site
would have adverse
visual impacts and may
harm the heritage assets
neighbouring it. The site
is not short-listed.

Potential for circa
33 units

The site has similar characteristics
(Listed Buildings and overlooking
existing properties) to the Tuggles
Plat site which was refused and
an appeal dismissed. (Ref:
APP/Z3825/W/16/3145622
SHELAA: A small residential
scheme might be possible.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN04
(SHELAA
SA071)

Bell Road (south) –
1.46 ha

The site has defensible
boundaries and adjoins the village
BUAB. It is mainly flat and
accessed directly from Bell Road
and hence has limited
infrastructure needs.
Development would have
acceptable visual and
environmental impact. The BUAB
may need to be modified should
this site go forward for
development.

The site is suitable for
development. The
landowner has, however,
stated a preference for
this site to be developed
in large individual plots
sold separately for selfbuild housing.

Potential for circa
16 units

The traffic generated by frontage
development on Bell Road will
not have a significant impact.

This concept is at
variance with the NDP
policies and hence the
site has not been
shortlisted.

The site is available for
development in the short term.
Existing housing to the north of
the site is at a level lower than
Bell Road. In this respect some
existing housing could be partially
overlooked at the front of
properties but the distance to
new housing and existing and
potential planting will limit this
effect. The field to the west of
site could be left vulnerable to
development should this site go
10
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
ahead although the landowner
has stated that there is no
intention to propose additional
development on the south side of
the road.

Evaluation

The site is situated on Grade 3
(moderate to good) agricultural
land.
To the south of the site Reeds
Plantation is a small mature wood
of high landscape value and the
home of an established rookery.
The continuity of the woodland
and its ecosystem is sought to be
preserved by the provision of a
linear buffer between the housing
boundary and the woodland.
SHELAA: developable.

WN05
(SHELAA
SA163) /
WN19

Warnham Glebe
land

The site is within the village BUAB
and has immediate development
potential irrespective of the NDP.

WN05 – 0.64 ha
WN19 – 0.84 ha
(including access
drive from Church
Street)

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable due to access
problems but a developer has
proposals to overcome the access
issues.

During the development
of the NDP the site has
received planning
permission (DC/17/0566)
for 14 additional dwelling
units and is excluded
from further
consideration.

Potential for circa
15 units plus
vicarage
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN06
(SHELAA
SA325)

Land at Westons
Farm - 2.61 ha

The site is close to the village but
severed from it by the A24. The
Steering Group have assessed
that access would be
problematical as it would be from
A24 at a location with poor
alignment and visibility, and a
high incidence of traffic accidents.
There are Listed Buildings on the
boundary of the site (to the south
and east).

The site is not required to
provide the anticipated
housing needs of the NDP
and is not short-listed.

Potential for circa
52 units

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.

WN07
(SHELAA
326)

Land from Knob Hill
to A24 – 8.73 ha
Potential for circa
175 units

Whilst the site adjoins the village
BUAB, it is extensive,
incorporating WN03, and the
scale is therefore inappropriate
for this location. The site

The site would have high
social and environmental
impact. The site is not
required to provide the
anticipated housing
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
topography would result in
existing properties, including
many Listed Buildings, being
overlooked. Development would
result in significant visual impact
on neighbouring properties and
views from Bell Road and FP 1577
which have led to local opposition
to development of the site.

Evaluation
needs of the NDP and is
not short-listed.

SHELAA: the site is too large for
development on the village
boundary.

WN08
(SHELAA
368) /
WN015

Land at Northland
Cottages – 0.23 ha
Potential for circa 6
units

The site adjoins a small hamlet
and had previous, informal,
caravan use. It is situated on
Grade 3 agricultural land
(moderate to good). The SHELAA
evaluation was that it too small
for consideration. It is located
away from the BUAB in a rural
location. It could provide some
small size/low cost private sector
housing as a Rural Exception Site,
providing for an identified NDP
housing need. It is however
remote from facilities and hence
an unsustainable location.

During the development
of the NDP the site has
received planning
permission (DC/16/2401)
for 6 dwelling units and is
excluded from further
consideration.

The site is immediately available.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

The site has been identified as a
habitat for butterfly priority
species.
SHELAA: the site is too small for
SHELAA

WN09
(SHELAA
SA459)

Land east of
Kingsfold – 42.81 ha
Potential for circa
850 units

The site is in a rural area remote
from Warnham village and its
facilities. The nearest settlement
is Kingsfold which does not have
a BUAB within the HDPF. The site
is therefore deemed
unsustainable. It is very extensive
and development would have a
significant impact on the
landscape, environment, the A24
and HDC’s Planning Framework.
The scale of the potential
development is beyond that
appropriate for consideration in
the NDP.

This is a strategic site, too
large for the NDP and is
not short-listed.

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN10
(SHELAA
SA460)

Land at Kingsfold
Nursery – 1.21 ha

The site is in an area of
commercial land use and has now
been developed as an extension
to an adjacent builders’ yard and
merchants. Access would be to
the A24.

The site has received
planning permission for
industrial use and is not
considered further.

Potential for circa
24 units

SHELAA: industrial use only.

WN11
(SHELAA
SA466)

Land north-west of
Horsham – 263.2 ha

The site is very extensive, from
Gt. Daux, Warnham to Capel,
Surrey. The majority of the site
lies within Grade 4 (poor)
agricultural land with the

This is a strategic site and
therefore not
appropriate for the NDP.
It is not short-listed.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers
Potential for in
excess of 5,000
units

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
remainder within Grade 3
(moderate to good).The site
could provide 5,000 housing
units. It would have a significant
impact on the district, landscape,
environment, the A24 and the
HDPF. The scale of the potential
development is beyond that
appropriate for consideration in
the NDP.

Evaluation

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.

WN12
(SHELAA
SA528)

The Dog and Duck –
4.17 ha
Potential for circa
84 units

The site is large and in a rural
area (Grade 3 agricultural land)
remote from facilities, and
therefore deemed unsustainable.
The Steering Group have assessed
that access from A24 would be at
a location with limited visibility.
There is a Listed Building adjacent
to the site and biodiversity
impacts have been rated red
because of a national designation
and significant local
species/habitats.

The site is not in a
sustainable location and
would negatively impact
on the built heritage and
biodiversity. It is not
short-listed.

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN13

Land at Tickfold
Farm – 3.21 ha

The site, located on Grade 3
agricultural land, is large and to
the north of the current
residential limit of Kingsfold.
Kingsfold does not have a defined
BUAB in the HDPF and in terms of
the settlement hierarchy, it is an
unclassified settlement where
there are no or limited facilities.
In such locations, opportunities
for residential development will
be limited. Access would be to
the A24.

The site is not in a
sustainable location and
is not short-listed.

Potential for circa
64 units
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Reference
WN14

Location / area/
housing numbers
Land at Pitswood,
Byfleets Lane – 0.05
ha
Potential for circa 3
units

WN15
WN16

Land at Northlands
Cottages
The Eagles,
Kingsfold – 0.78 ha
Potential for circa
16 units

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
The site is in a rural location, on
Grade 3 agricultural land, some
distance from the BUAB of
Warnham. The site adjoins a
small group of houses and
cottages. It was previously in
residential curtilage. Three small
low-cost private sector units are
proposed by the landowner as a
Rural Exception Site which could
meet an identified NDP housing
need. It is however remote from
facilities and hence an
unsustainable location. There is
local support for some small-scale
developments outside the village
as part of the NDP.

Evaluation
The site has potential for
development only as a
Rural Exception and is
outside the scope of the
NDP, and is excluded
from further
consideration.

See WN08 above.
The site is within the built
curtilage of Kingsfold located on
Grade 3 agricultural land.
Kingsfold does not have a BUAB
and in terms of the settlement
hierarchy in the HDPF. It is an
unclassified settlement as it is
remote from facilities. In such
locations, opportunities for
residential development may be
limited. The land is behind
existing housing and has an
access problem which could
require the (part) demolition of a
listed building. The Steering
Group has assessed that access
would be difficult to the accident

There is not majority
local support for small
developments in
Kingsfold. The site is in an
unsustainable location. It
is not short-listed.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
prone junction of Marches Road
and the A24. If the access issue
could be resolved the site could
be considered as a small site of
up to 6 properties which could
provide a benefit to Kingsfold.

WN17

Land north of Pryors The site, located on Grade 3
Wood, Kingsfold (1) agricultural land, is large and well
– 1.47 ha
located in Kingsfold although the
Steering Group assess that it
Potential, assessed
would need a new access onto
by a developer, for
the A24 in Kingsfold which may
6 to 14 units
be problematical. Kingsfold does
not have a BUAB and in terms of
the settlement hierarchy in the
HDPF. It is an unclassified
settlement as it is remote from
facilities. In such locations,
opportunities for residential
development may be limited. A
developer has an outline scheme
for 14 houses. The site is remote
from facilities and unsustainable.
Development at the site would
increase the number of
pedestrians crossing the A24 with
no protected crossing facility. If
the access issue could be resolved
the site could be considered as a
small site of up to 6 properties

Evaluation

There is not majority
local support for small
developments in
Kingsfold. The site is in an
unsustainable location.
The site is not shortlisted.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
which could provide a benefit to
Kingsfold.

Evaluation

WN18

Land north of Pryors
Wood, Kingsfold (2)
– extended site
incorporating WN17
- 4.23 ha

The site, located on Grade 3
agricultural land, is extensive and
incorporates WN17. It is remote
from facilities, and therefore
deemed unsustainable. Its
development would have a
significant impact on the existing
development of Kingsfold
including bringing additional
traffic to the small hamlet and on
the A24 and altering the nature
and character of Kingsfold.
Kingsfold does not have a BUAB
and is an unclassified settlement;
development would be in conflict
with the policies of the HDPF.

There is not majority
local support for small
developments in
Kingsfold. The site is in an
unsustainable location
and is not short-listed.

Potential for circa
84 units
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Reference
WN19

WN20

Location / area/
housing numbers
Warnham Glebe
land
Land at Single Cross
(1) – 0.15 ha
Potential for 2 units

WN21

Land at Single Cross
(2) - 0.11 ha
Potential for 1 unit

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
See WN05. WN 19 excluded the
access to Church Street and was
land-locked.
The site is located in the garden
of Single Cross, School Hill, and
suitable for two properties. The
site is outside the village BUAB
and within the Conservation
Area. The site is remote from the
public road and would need
access across the village green.
The site is too small to be
considered in the NDP.

Evaluation

The site is located in the garden
of Single Cross, School Hill, and
suitable for one property. The site
is outside the village BUAB and
within the Conservation Area. The
site is remote from the public
road and would need access
across the village green. The site
is too small to be considered in
the NDP.

Survey of local opinion
showed there is not
majority support for the
development of housing
in the gardens of
properties. The site is not
short-listed.

Not deliverable and
hence not short-listed.
Survey of local opinion
showed there is not
majority support for the
development of housing
in the gardens of
properties. The site is not
short-listed.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN22

Land at Field Place
Farm – 0.93 ha

The site is remote from Warnham
village on the built boundary of
Broadbridge Heath. The site is
mainly woodland, part of an
extensive agricultural property.
Development of the site would be
intrusive to the rural boundaries.
The adjacent land use in
Broadbridge Heath is an industrial
estate. The site is at an
unsustainable distance from
Warnham facilities and its
development would only be
related to the Broadbridge Heath
facilities.

The site is unrelated to
the functions of
Warnham, in an
unsustainable location,
and is not short-listed.

Potential for 18
units
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Reference
WN23

Location / area/
housing numbers
Land north of
Freeman Road – 2.8
ha
Potential for 50+
units if developed in
its entirety

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
The site, located on Grade 3
agricultural land, is large and
adjacent to the village BUAB. The
topography is sloping but
development on most of the site
would not be overly intrusive and
would not intrude over the
horizon of rising ground to the
north. The site is contained by an
established hedge to the north.
Impact on landscape and
environment would be
acceptable. Natural growth and
additional planting of the
hedgerow to the north of the site
would mitigate visual impacts
from Threestile Road. Access
would be from Tilletts Lane. If the
whole site was needed to fulfil
housing needs the Steering Group
assess that options for improved
access from Threestile Road
would need to be considered. The
Highway Authority acknowledge
that access to the site could be
feasible. Development of the site
would lead to the BUAB being
modified.

Evaluation
The site has local support
for development within
the NDP and will deliver
the housing mix set out in
the Plan. It is suitable for
development and is a
preferred, short-listed
site.

The land is available in the short
term.

WN24

Land north of
Warnham school 1.67 ha (including
football pitch) or
0.75 ha (excluding
football pitch)

The site, located on Grade 3
agricultural land, is land-locked
but adjacent to WN23. The site is
adjacent to the village BUAB as
well as the Conservation Area.
The topography is sloping but
development would not be overly
intrusive and would not intrude

Local public opinion is
that the site has
development potential.
The northern section of
the site not in use as a
football field is suitable
for development and is a
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers
Potential for 30+
units on whole site
or 15 units if
excluding football
pitch

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
over the rising ground to the
north. The site is contained by an
established hedge to the north.
Natural growth and additional
planting of the hedgerow would
mitigate visual impacts. The
impact on landscape and
environment would be
acceptable. The southern part of
the site is currently the only
parish football field and provides
a buffer from potential
development and the school
playing fields. The football field is
retained in the NDP and hence
only part of the site is available.
Access could be available from
Tilletts Lane via WN23 and/or
Threestile Road.
WSCC have acknowledged that
access could be feasible.
The site is close to village facilities
and public transport, with a direct
footpath linkage and is suitable
for affordable housing.

Evaluation
preferred, short-listed
site.

Traffic generation from the site
would not have a significant
impact on the village roads.
The site is available in the short
term.

WN25

Land north of
Gregsons – 1.02 ha
Potential for circa
20 units

The site is adjacent to the village
BUAB and to established
affordable housing, Gregsons, but
has no highway access from
Gregsons. Access could be via
Tilletts Lane but would need the
clearance of some attractive

Development would have
a significant landscape
and environmental
impact and is not shortlisted.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
woodland. The woodland is in the
same ownership as WN25 and
has no protected status. The site
was agricultural but has been
unworked for many years and is
now covered in self-seeded,
uncultivated trees. FP 1428
forms the southern boundary to
the site and development of the
site would impact severely on the
attractiveness of the well-used
footpath. The village butterfly
reserve is to the north of the site
and site is increasingly attractive
to nesting birds and other
wildlife. Development of this
wooded site would have a
significant impact on the edge of
the village built environment.

Evaluation

WN26

Land east of Tuggles
Plat – 0.8 ha

The site is adjacent to the BUAB
and abuts the Conservation Area
as well as several Listed Buildings.
It is in an elevated position and
development housing would have
a dominant view over existing
properties in Friday Street, and
would impact distant views of the
village from vantage points on
high ground. The site was refused
planning permission
(DC/15/2680) and a subsequent
(November 2016) appeal was
dismissed.

Development of the site
was refused at appeal
and the site is not
considered further.

(SHELAA
SA564)

Potential for circa
16 units

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN27

Land south east of
Kingsfold – 23.5 ha

The site, located on Grade 3
agricultural land, is large and in a
rural area remote from facilities,
and therefore unsustainable
although it could be developed as
sustainable with the provision of
suitable facilities. It is very
extensive and would have a
significant impact on the
landscape, environment, the A24
and HDC’s Planning Framework.
The scale of the potential
development is beyond that
appropriate for consideration in
the NDP.

This is a strategic site and
therefore outside the
scope of the NDP. It is
not short-listed.

(SHELAA
SA640)

Potential for 470
units

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN28

Land at Brookhouse
Farm Kingsfold - 16
ha

The site, located on Grade 3
agricultural land, is large and in a
rural area remote from facilities,
and therefore deemed
unsustainable. It is very extensive
and development would have a
significant impact on the
landscape, environment, the
Marches Road/A24 junction and
HDC’s Planning Framework. The
scale of the potential
development is beyond that
appropriate for consideration in
the NDP.

This is a strategic site and
therefore outside the
scope of the NDP. It is
not short-listed.

(SHELAA
SA651)

Potential for circa
320 units

SHELAA: Not Currently
Developable.
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN29

Land South East of
Kingsfold (2) – 4.7ha
(excl. A24 land
required for
junction)

The site is part of WN27. The site,
located on Grade 3 agricultural
land, is large and in a rural area
remote from facilities, and
therefore deemed unsustainable.
It would have a significant impact
on the landscape and
environment. Development plans
have been exhibited showing 60
units and facilities contributing
towards making the site
sustainable but there is no
primary school. Kingsfold does
not have a BUAB and hence the
potential development is
inappropriate for consideration in
the NDP.

The site is in an
unsustainable location and
is not short-listed.

(Part of
SHELAA
SA640)

Potential for circa
94 units
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Reference

Location / area/
housing numbers

Summary of principal
assessment criteria

Evaluation

WN30
SHELAA
SA842

Land North of
Warnham Station 7.46 ha with 4.05 ha
developable

The site has previously been used
The site is in an
as a bus depot and is put forward
unsustainable
location
for employment use. The site has
and is not short-listed.
flooding constraints and poor
linkage to the A24 and road
improvement may be needed.
The road is also a PRoW without a
footpath. The site is
unsustainable for residential use.
The site may be suitable to provide
limited car parking at the station.
SHELAA:
Developable.

Not

Currently
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Reference

WN31

Location / area/
housing numbers
Land north of Friday
Street, accessed
from Gardeners
Close – 0.42 ha.
Assessed by HDC as
paving potential for
12 – 14 units

Summary of principal
assessment criteria
Land currently- used as allotment.
Land owned by HDC with
renewable lease to Warnham
Allotments Association. HDC
confirm that any move to develop
the site would fall under the
terms of Policy 43 of the Horsham
District Planning Framework and,
as such, HDC would be required
to source an alternative site of
equal size and quality. Alternative
sites are not currently available
and the site is not currently
available.

Evaluation
The site is in current use
and is not readily
available, and is not
shortlisted.
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Appendix B – Site Assessments, RAG Ratings
See associated spreadsheet
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Appendix C – Public consultation findings
 The Housing Needs Survey identifies the need for 15 units of affordable housing
 The Community Parish Survey shows the parish wants the minimum number of houses to support
the affordable housing.
 National and local policy requires developments to be sustainable i.e. close to facilities.
% results after 145 responses – not all answered all questions; results do not total to 100%
No.
1
2
3

4

5

6
7
8

9

10

Question
Do you agree the Basis of the Plan? (As above.)
Do you agree that most of future housing should be close to Warnham village?
Of the large sites around the village do you agree that the following sites
should be avoided due to their potential impact on landscape, potential to
overlook existing housing and proximity to listed buildings?
- WN03 Bell Road (north)
3a
- WN26 Land east of Tuggles Plat
3b
Do you agree that the following sites offer the best potential for housing
development?
WN19 The church glebe land
4a
WN04 Bell Road (south)
4b
WN23 Land north of Freeman Road – off Tilletts Lane
4c
WN24 Land north of Warnham School
4d

Yes
87
67

No
8
23

-

-

69
68

22
23

75
83
64
51

19
12
29
41

2nd
1st
3rd
4th

-

Do you agree that WN25 Land north of Gregsons should be avoided as access
from Tilletts Lane would require the removal of woodland trees?
Although deemed “unsustainable” due to lack of facilities, do you agree that a
small number of houses should be considered in Kingsfold?
Although deemed “unsustainable” as remote from facilities, do you think that
some small developments should be allowed in other locations?
- WN14 Land at Pitswood, Byfleets Lane
8a
- WN15 Land at Northlands Cottages
8b

72

22

74

213

54
66

41
27

Do you think the NDP should consider development in residential gardens?
WN20 Single Cross (north)
WN21 Single Cross (south)

-

-

40

51

Please provide your post code for analysis purposes………………………………………

-

-

Please rank the above sites in order of preference. 1 most preferred – 4 least
preferred.
- WN19 The church glebe land
5a
- WN04 Bell Road (south)
5b
- WN23 Land north of Tilletts Lane
5c
- WN24 Land north of Warnham School
5d

3

Of respondents with a Kingsfold address, the majority do not favour small developments in Kingsfold –
44:56%
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